Appendix A: Performance Measures Self-Assessment Review Checklist
(Note: Item number indicates corresponding step in the Guide for Performance Measures Self-Assessment Review)

Name of person completing this
Appendix:

Veronica Delgado / Mac Montana

Date:

2/7/2017

Department:

Parks and Recreation

Activity:

Museums and Cultural Programs

1.

Measure ID Number and
Name

8315—Attendance at free cultural special events

1a.

Reason for choosing this
measure:

Selection based on random number generator

2a.

Did you attach to this Appendix the measures definition?
(eCOMBS screenshot)

_x__ Yes

___ No*

*If no, explain below.

2b.

Does the measure need to be clarified in eCOMBS?

_x__ Yes*

___ No

*If yes, explain what needs to be changed. Also indicate when and by whom it will be
changed.
Added language from 2e to the Description field about why the measure is important. Added
MaryAnn Vaca-Lambert as a responsible employee. Data source was updated from RecTrac
(incorrect) to the Museums & Cultural Programs Division Monthly Performance Reports.
Division name was updated from HAND to Museums and Cultural Programs.
2e.

Is this measure subject to external reporting requirements?

_x__ Yes*

___No

Has this measure been reviewed by sources external to the
department (federal, state, Office of the City Auditor, etc.)

___Yes*

_x__ No

*If yes, discuss the results
below.
This measure is subject to external review by the Office of the City Auditor, as this is a
measure viewable to the public through the ePerf Dashboard system. At this time there has
not been any external review of this measure.
Briefly describe how this measure is communicated internally, how it is used, what decisions
are the department making with this data?
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PARD offers a number of special events to the public on a continual basis. Special events are
staffed by a combination of full time employees (FTEs) and temp/seasonal Employees.
Source data is measured by front-line staff and communicated to management team in the
Museums & Cultural Programs Division, after which it is reported to the Parks and Recreation
Department’s (PARD) Office of Performance Management (OPM) staff for monitoring and
external reporting.
Front-line staff assigned to work the special event are responsible for collecting the total
number in attendance at the event using sign-in sheets and/or hand held counters. The
PARD Museums and Cultural Programs Division and PARD OPM has assigned a
Performance Measure Single Point of Contact (SPOC) for each site. After the event takes
place, event staff report the attendance totals to their assigned site SPOC for data entry and
monthly reporting requirements.
This measure helps management determine the effectiveness of marketing strategies for
programming and can also indicate demand for services, an indicator that the department is
successfully meeting the needs of the community.
3a.

List below the names and titles of all staff who collect data for the measure and the
length of time that they have had responsibility for the measure.
The SPOC structure became effective August 2016. The length of time the SPOC’s have
each had responsibility over the data entry/collection for this measure is 5 months.
Museums & Cultural Program Performance Measure SPOC List:
AARC—ThuAnh Nguyen, Administrative Associate—Temp
Carver—Arrietta Allen, Administrative Specialist
DAC—Robert Poschmann, Administrative Assistant
ESB-MACC—Lindsay Barras, Exhibit Specialist
Old Bakery & Emporium—J. Savannah, Programs Supervisor
Zilker Hillside Theater—Lucy Miller-Downing, Culture & Arts Education Coordinator

3c.

List below the names and titles of all staff responsible for calculation of the measures, if
different from above.
MaryAnn Vaca-Lambert, Culture and Arts Education Supervisor (Division Performance
Measure Administrator)
Laura Esparza, Division Manager (Museums and Cultural Programs)
Veronica Delgado, Business Process Consultant (PARD OPM)

4a.

Did you attach to this Appendix a copy of the first page of
summary documentation (i.e. backup) showing field headings and
any pages showing totals? Documentation should include any
reports that support the measure result reported in eCOMBS.
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_x__ Yes

___No*

*If no, explain below.

4b.

Record below the results of determining whether the summary documentation was within a
range of +/-3% of what was reported in eCOMBS.
Summary documentation was within a range of +/- 3% of what was reported in eCOMBS.

4c.

Did the measure deviate from the measure definition and caused
more than a three percent difference between the performance
reported in eCOMBS and the correctly calculated number?

___Yes*

_x__ No**

*If yes, explain below.

Note: The measure description entered in eCOMBS was outdated and reflected inaccurate
information like the division name and data source. This is a new measure and was entered
into eCOMBS in calendar year 2014 for FY16. Since calendar year 2014, PARD has gone
through a number of re-orgs and unit name changes.
The calculation method was not affected because FY16 was the first year of data collection.
The outcome did not deviate from the calculation method.

6.

**If no, is the department using the planning to use the same
calculation and process used in prior years for the current and
proposed years?

_x__ Yes

Did you attach to this Appendix a copy of the high-level process
flowchart that you developed?

_x__ Yes

___No*

*If no, explain below.

___No*

*If no, explain below.

7a.

Are any input, process, or review controls missing?

___ Yes*

_x__No

*If yes, explain below.

7b.

Are there any data collection limitations or calculation limitations
inherent in the data?

_x__ Yes*

___No

*If yes, explain below.
The only limitation is that the data collection process is entirely manual (through sign in
sheets and manual counters), increasing the risk of data collection and data entry errors.
PARD OPM is actively implementing automated data collection processes where possible,
but infrastructural limitations (ex. facilities that are not Wi-Fi capable) along with lack of
funding resources to purchase applicable technology (ex. laser counters that upload directly
to RecTrac), prevents the department from implementing an automated process for data
collection at this time. All data undergoes a stringent quality assurance review, but some
controls are not possible with manual data tracking. See ‘MPR-Workbook-Instructions’ PDF
for more detailed information about quality controls, in G:\Budget\Perf Measure
Assessments\FY18\PARD\8315 - Attendance at free cultural special events\4a, 8c - summary
documentation and records tested\Communication_Management).
8b.

List below the process and criteria you used to test each sample item:
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As a part of PARD’s internal review, Veronica Delgado evaluated the data utilizing the Quality
Assurance Process Flow established by PARD OPM and Museums & Cultural Programs
Performance Measure Administrator. She reviewed the data in the Museums and Cultural
Programs Monthly Performance Measure Reports, tabulated the monthly totals to check for
accuracy, and cross-referenced the tabulation with the data entered into eCOMBS.
As a part of the Budget Office’s Performance Measure Assessment process, Mac Montana
evaluated the spreadsheets supplied by Veronica Delgado as summary documentation.
Veronica supplied a rollup workbook, along with one workbook per museum/cultural center,
10 in total. The workbooks are internally and externally linked with formulas that tabulate
monthly and annual attendance totals for all free events sponsored by the Museums and
Cultural Programs Division. First, 3 workbooks were selected at random to confirm that their
internal totaling functioned correctly (AARC, MACC, and Old Bakery). All totals in these 3
workbooks were verified. Then, the Rollup workbook was examined to ensure that all 10
rollup worksheets from the museum/cultural center workbooks copied correctly. Finally, the
formulas on the rollup worksheet for the measure were verified to ensure all results were
correct. No mistakes were found during this process.
8c.

Attach to this appendix a listing of the records (number, date or other identifier) you tested,
and indicate which, if any, had errors.

9.

Which of the four certification categories have you placed this measure:
_x_ Certified

__Factors Prevented Certification

__Certified with Qualifications

__Inaccurate

Explain why you placed it in that category.
The data reviewed revealed no errors and the information displayed in eCOMBS is entirely
correct. There is a clearly-communicated, documented process for collecting this data and
appropriate controls in place that should detect and correct errors as they occur.
The risk of data entry errors is always high when entering and collecting data manually, but
the Museums and Cultural Programs Division does not currently have the funding and/or
infrastructure (Wi-Fi) to automate this process. The performance measure is still integral to
successfully meeting the mission and goals of PARD.
10.

If you placed the measure in the factors prevented certification or inaccurate category or if
you found control weaknesses during the review, please describe below your action plan for
improvement, including individual(s) responsible for the action step(s), and the estimated time
frame to implement.
Although this measure is certified and requires no action plan, currently PARD OPM is
working with the Museums and Cultural Programs Division management team to transition
from using their division-specific database to using the department’s RecTrac system. This
transition involves training the site SPOCS mentioned above, identifying a Performance
Measure Administrator, mentioned above, and the establishment of PARD OPM, a
centralized performance management and Recreation Information Management system
structure. Museums and Cultural Programs should have all data entered into RecTrac by the
start of FY18. In FY18 eCOMBS will be updated to reflect the data source as RecTrac.
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Attachments
Attachment 2A—Measure Definition (eCOMBS screen shot)

Revised 10/2016

Attachment 2A—Updated Measure Definition (eCOMBS screen shot)
Note: This screen shot shows the updated measure description information to reflect an updated definition, division name
(previously HAND, now Museums and Cultural Programs), data source (previously RecTrac, currently Museums and
Cultural Programs Monthly Performance Reports), and the addition of MaryAnn Vaca-Lambert as a responsible
employee.
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Attachment 4A—FY16 Tabulation Screen Shots

Revised 10/2016

Revised 10/2016

Attachment 6—Flow Chart
8315—Attendance at free cultural special events

Front Line Staff (FTEs or
Temp/Seasonal) host special
event at program site, and
collect attendance numbers
through a hand‐held counters as
people enter the facility or
event sign‐in sheet (depending
on event scale and program
site).

Front‐line staff submit their
special event attendance totals
to their assigned Performance
Measure SPOC the day after the
special event.

PARD OPM Business Process
Consultant (Veronica Delgado)
reviews the report for accuracy
and trend analysis. If no errors
or inaccuracies exist, the data is
entered into eCOMBS.

Performance Measure
Administrator (MaryAnn Vaca‐
Lambert) notifies PARD OPM
Business Process consultant
(Veronica Delgado) once data is
reviewed and verified by
Division Manager (Laura
Esparza)
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Performance Measure SPOC
enters the site attendance
totals for special events into
the Monthly Performance
Reports located in a shared
division drive on the 5th of
every month for review and
analysis by the Division
Performance Measure
Administrator (MaryAnn
Vaca‐Lambert)

The Division
Performance Measure
Administrator (Mary Ann
Vaca‐Lambert) submits
monthly performance
reports to Division
Manager (Laura Esparza)
for review and approval
by the 15th of the month.

Attachment 8c—Records Reviewed (G Drive Screen Shots)
Excel Spreadsheets are provided in Documentation Folder Submitted with this Check List.
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